Having led the most laps in the 2006 Daytona 500, Dale Earnhardt Jr, the 32 year old son of seven-time Nascar Cup champion Dale Earnhardt, is the most popular driver in Nascar's Nextel Cup stock car series. The third generation of a famous racing family, he led 32 of the 203 lap event and ran in the top ten throughout most of the race. Your kit has a new for ’06 Monte Carlo stock car body with pre-painted window trim, a detailed driver figure with authentic Budweiser sponsor decals. Authentic racing engine, suspension, dashboard electronics and driver safety nets round out a great model.

This paint guide is provided to complete this kit as shown on the box.

If you have any questions or comments, call our hotline at: (800) 833-3570
or, please write to:
Revell-Monomgram Consumer Service Department, 725 Landwehr Road, Northbrook, Illinois 60062
Be sure to include the plan number (85203100200), part number, description, your return address and phone number.
Visit our website: www.revell.com
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CHASSIS ASSEMBLY CONTINUED

B
30 RIGHT SIDE ROLL CAGE
LIGHT GRAY

48 SHIFTER
LIGHT GRAY
(PAINT KNOB GLOSS WHITE)

32 REAR ROLL CAGE
LIGHT GRAY
(PAINT SHADED AREA GLOSS RED)

34 CROSSBAR
LIGHT GRAY
(PAINT LIGHT SHADED AREAS SEMI-GLOSS BLACK)

C

95 HEADREST
FLAT BLACK

96 SEAT
FLAT BLACK

CROSSBAR SHOWN IN POSITION

D

RIGHT ARM
FLAT RED
(PAINT SHADED AREA FLAT BLACK)

HEAD
SEMGLOSS BLACK

LEFT ARM
FLAT RED
(PAINT SHADED AREA FLAT BLACK)

BODY
FLAT RED
(PAINT SHADED AREA FLAT BLACK)

NOTE:
DRIVER DECALS MUST BE APPLIED BEFORE CEMENTING FIGURE TO CHASSIS